We spend a large part of our lives in buildings.
These spaces and the way they are arranged
consciously and unconsciously influence the
behaviour of those who use these spaces.
Take for example work environments that aim
to maximize employee concentration.
Younger generations want more and more
flexibility in the way we work, especially now
that we communicate and work together
in a different way. As a result, today’s work
environment is con-stantly changing.

Flatlands

To help you create a work environment that
easily moulds itself to the needs of your
organization, we have developed Lande Phi.
Phi is a measurement based on relationships
and principles as found in nature. If we apply
these structurally, we arrive at a modular
system that enables us to combine various
programmes and products, so that they can
respond to the needs of the customer.
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This modular nature also ensures that spaces
can be designed sustainably.
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Flatlands
Designer: Daphna Laurens

Waiting turns into new encounters. Friendly
and inviting, the modern and sleekly designed
Flatlands welcomes guests with open arms.
This modular sofa system is perfect for all
spaces. Pick a corner shape, a cross-shape or
a straight sofa. Add a backrest or leave it
entirely open to stimulate conversation.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
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Talks
Designer: Michiel van der Kley

Comfortable, linkable sofa
Talks is a comfortable, linkable sofa that
moves organically through the space. The
modular Talks sofa consists of three seating
elements: one straight element, one inside and
one outside curve. These elements can be
combined endlessly to create the desired sofa
unit for any room.

Various colours
Talks is the stylish ‘little sister’ of the wellknown Turning Talks series from the Lande
Collection. The cushions and shell are
available in different fabrics. The base is
powder coated in a colour from the Lande
powdercoat collection.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
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Turning Talks

Olli

Designer: Michiel van der Kley

Designer: Lande Design Team

This rotating brainstorm and meeting sofa
evokes enthusiastic reactions and inspires
new and surprising perspectives. A unique
design that facilitates the ‘New Working
Method’: developing talent by presenting,
discussing, meeting, and brainstorming.

The Olli armchair marries comfort and
luxury with suspension seating for years of
comfortable use. Olli can also be linked to
create a two-seater or a long sofa to seat ten,
twenty, or more.

Closed and open meetings
The Turning Talks is ideal for both closed and
open meetings thanks to its low and raised
backrest. For extra inspiration, swivel the
Turning Talks sofa in the desired direction on
the rotating platform. Turning Talks comes with
three swivel tables.

8 Turning Talks
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The Olli is available with and without armrests
and can be linked to create a new seating
element, with or without a writing table or on
a rotatable disc foot.
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Lande Sofa Booth
Designer: Lande Design Team

Bench, sofa, office booth or restaurant booth?
The modular Lande Sofa Booth is extremely
versatile and can be used as an wall unit, a
loose seating element or as a back-to-back
sofa. Possible without or with backrest in four
different heights.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
10 Lande Sofa Booth
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Buggy collection
Designer: Lande Design Team

The Buggy table and sofa collection is cool
and sleek, recognizable by the stylish steel
frame.
The Buggy collection consists of:
-- The Buggy:
a modern table with a steel frame.
-- The Buggy Back Seat:
a stylish, upholstered sofa available with or
without a backrest.
-- The Buggy Step:
a standing table with an extra shelf.
-- The Buggy Fold:
a stable, lightweight, folding table.
-- The Buggy Snake:
a dynamic standing table, available in
several configurations.
-- The Buggy Outdoor:
a table and sofa for outdoor use, with an
optional backrest.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
12 Buggy
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Dots collection
Designer: Michiel van der Kley

You can’t go wrong with the playful and
versatile pouffes from the Dots collection.
From stools to upholstered letters, Dots are
available in different shapes and sizes:
-- Round,
-- Square,
-- Rectangular (various lengths),
-- Plus-shaped,
-- L-shaped,
-- J-shaped,
-- T-shaped.
An eye-catcher in the Dots collection is the
round, upholstered Dots Donut, with or without
a central backrest. Add the finishing touch to
your Dots world with the acoustic Dots Up
partition – perfect for meeting, working, or
brainstorming without interruption.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
14 Dots
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1st Class
Designer: Michiel van der Kley

The luxury 1st Class seating element is perfect
as a private workspace, a waiting room sofa, a
room divider, a lounge spot, or an acoustic
meeting area, with two sofas positioned
opposite each other. The 1st Class is the ideal
seating element and can be upholstered in
any desired fabric.

Foto: Jeroen van der Wielen

Available as a 1-seater, 2-seater, or 3-seater,
with an armrest to the left or right and with two
high side partitions.
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To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
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Rondo collection

Rondo Uno

Designer: Michiel van der Kley

Designer: Michiel van der Kley

The Rondo collection is a modular workspace
system with special acoustic properties. Easy
to adjust and expand. Link the Rondo Uno to a
Quatro or design your own unique Rondo
landscape.

Smart, open design
The Rondo collection consists of full Rondos
and additional elements, such as partition
walls and power outlets. This collection is ideal
for use in an open office setting or space,
without detracting from the open-plan layout.
Escape the workday hustle into a private oasis
of quiet. People need a quiet place to work,
brainstorm or make phone calls. Rondo offers
that place.

The modular Rondo Uno is a concentration
unit that can be expanded to create a row of
two or more linked Rondo Unos. The Rondo
Uno has outstanding acoustic properties and
is comfortable, flexible, and lightweight. In
short: the perfect place to work undisturbed.

Two dimensions, three heights
Rondo Uno is available in two dimensions
(Uno Picolo and Uno Grande) and three
heights. Available with or without power
outlets. Can be linked to different Rondo
models.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
18 Rondo
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Rondo Suono

Rondo Divano

Designer: Michiel van der Kley

Designer: Michiel van der Kley

The Rondo Suono is an acoustic,
high-concentration unit for undisturbed
working and consultation. Standing
workstations and stand-up meetings are
becoming increasingly popular, and Suono is
making it easier to meet those needs. With
Suono, you can easily alternate between
sitting and standing.

The Rondo Divano is a sound-absorbing
modular sofa that is ideal for quiet meetings.
Perfect for open offices and other open-plan
workspaces. Create effortless an meeting
space by positioning two Rondo Divanos
opposite to each other. Or design your own
Rondo landscape by linking several Divanos
together or to other Rondo booths.

Stand-up meetings become even more private
and productive thanks to the acoustic
properties of the Suono.

Rondo Divano is available as a 1-seater and a
2-seater and has two different heights.

Two options
Rondo Suono is available in two options: the
one-person version has a corner table for a
laptop and the two-person version has a
standing table in the middle of the
concentration unit.
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Rondo Divano 21

Rondo Lavoro

Rondo Box

Designer: Michiel van der Kley

Designer: Michiel van der Kley

Rondo Lavoro makes it easy to concentrate on
your work. The shielded desk is ideal for
collaborative work and solo work. Rondo
Lavoro provides a private, sound-proof work
environment in an open space. It can be
linked to other Rondos.

The modular Rondo Box Quattro and Box Duo
are acoustic workplaces that can
accommodate two to four people. Perfect as a
meeting booth, a quiet workplace or a
compact presentation space.

Available in four widths and three heights.

The Rondo Box Quattro (with four seats) and
the Rondo Box Duo (with two seats) are
perfect as quiet workplaces in an open-plan
office. These concentration units can be
expanded with other Rondo models and are
available in three different heights. The highest
option has an open ceiling consisting of four
beams.

Create your own meeting booth

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
22 Rondo Lavoro
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Pico
Designer: Patrick Norguet

Every time you look at the Pico, you discover
another subtle design feature. The striking
metal design button on the side that
accentuates the connection of the back and
seat. The frivolous triangular armrests. The
characteristic back that runs behind the seat.
In addition, the Pico distinguishes itself with
high seating comfort.
The Pico can be executed as a 4-leg, with a
sledge base (tube or wire) and with or without
triangular armrests. But of all versions, the
starbase is the most striking. This gives the
elegant Pico an even more elegant look.
The Pico starbase is also available with
wheels.
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Jami

Waltz

Designer: Lande Design Team

Designer: Max Lipsey

The Jami chair with ribbed fabric is a design
classic. This retro chair with bakelite armrest is
as beautiful as it is timeless.

Waltz stands out because of the open, rolled
wire frame that runs from the legs through the
arms to behind the back. This wire frame gives
the chair an open and futuristic look and feel.
This extremely comfortable sled chair has an
upholstered back and seat and wooden
armrests. The frame can be executed in the
various colors from the Lande powdercoat
collection.

The Jami is also available with a four-legged
base and in striking colour combinations. Let
your creativity run free and create your own
unique chair!
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Cole Classic

Cole Modus

Designer: Lande Design Team

Designer: Lande Design Team

The Cole Classic is a chair with a retro look
that comes with a 4-legged frame or a base.
With a sleek design and luxurious comfort
thanks to the upholstered seat and backrest.
The 4-legged version is also stackable.

Cole Modus is synonymous with comfort. This
chair has a luxurious look and is extremely
comfortable during lengthy meetings or
working dinners. Classic yet modern, with a
powdercoated base and a sleek leather or
fabric upholstery.

Handle in backrest
The Cole Classic has a poured aluminium
handle on the backrest, which makes the chair
easy to move and reposition.
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Handle in backrest
The Cole Modus has a poured aluminium
handle on the backrest, which makes the chair
easy to move and reposition.
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Hopper

X-Ray / X-Ray Spin

Designer: Gerard Vollenbrock

Designer: Lande Design Team

The Hopper chair comes with dozens of
options: with or without armrests, with a high
or a low backrest, with straight or slanted legs,
with a five-point swivel base, in leather or
fabric. Whatever your preference, they all have
boast the same exceptional quality, comfort
and durability.

Open and lightweight thanks to the wire frame.
The X-Ray chair can be moved silently and is
easy to hang from a tabletop to keep the floor
clear. The X-Ray also doubles as a school
chair and an auditorium chair. It can be fully
upholstered, with seat inlay, hollow inlay or
wooden shell.

The straight-leg Hopper chairs are also
stackable, which is handy in the restaurant
and hospitality industry.

Desk chair

30 Hopper
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The X-Ray Spin is an adjustable swivel desk
chair that comes with or without armrests.
From a sleek wooden shell with upholstery on
the inside, to thick upholstery throughout in
aesthetic stripes.
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Ray

Icon Plus

Designer: Lande Design Team

Designer: Lande Design Team

The curved armrests on the linkable and
stackable Ray chair are not connected to the
backrest and extend through to the bottom
frame. This sleek chair comes with four legs or
a continuous frame base.

The Icon Pus is a comfortable meeting chair.
This chair with armrests takes comfort to a
whole new level thanks to the thick filling.

Available in fresh powdercoated colours with
different fabrics or a wooden shell. Optional: a
link with row and chair numbers or a writing
tablet.

32 Ray
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The Icon Plus comes with various options,
including leather armrest covers and stitched
seams in an accent colour. Available with a
base or a 4-legged frame.
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Flow

Spirit

Designer: Martin Ballendat

Designer: Lande Design Team

Flow is a linkable and stackable chair. This
versatile, corporate chair has a sleek look and
a wide seat. It is comfortable and extremely
easy to link thanks to the integrated arm
connectors. Compact and stackable, this chair
is ideal for use in auditoriums, restaurants and
cafés, as well as during events and meetings.
With a wooden or (partially) upholstered seat.

The Spirit is a practical bucket chair that is
perfect for use in canteens, schools, and the
hospitality sector. This stackable chair is easy
to clean. Made from high-quality plastic with a
wire frame base. Available in stylish black or
white.
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Spinner

X-Ray Barstool

Designer: Nic Roex

Designer: Lande Design Team

The Spinner is a height-adjustable stool with
an industrial look. Achieve the desired height
in just one spin. The Spinner is perfect for
additional seating during short meetings or in
the office. The frame can be powder-coated in
various colours to suit any interior.

The open, lightweight frame and the low back
make the modern and sleekly designed X-Ray
barstool incredibly striking. With a seat height
of 60 or 80 cm, this stool is always
comfortable. Available with or without a seat
inlay, in fabric or leather.

Spinner High
In addition to the low Spinner, there is
also the Spinner High: a high bar stool
with an industrial look.
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Tree Trunk

Toro

Designer: Josef Blersch & Mander Liefting

Designer: Wout Speyers

The Tree Trunk collection consists of small
works of art crafted from metal with a height of
43 or 46 cm. The polished and folded metal
creates undulating lines. Bend it into the right
shape to reveal the Tree Trunk. Ideal as a side
table, an art object, or a stool. Available with
or without a cushion.

A lovable wooden bull with an upholstered
saddle: that’s the Toro. It is ideal as ergonomic
seating as well as for lounging. With a
practical writing table and two hooks. It is
a workspace, a brainstorming object and a
striking furniture piece. It is so inviting that
you’ll instantly want to sit on it.

Create the perfect landscape to brainstorm, to
generate new insights, to develop smart
solutions, or to come up with innovative ideas.

Wherever you put it, Toro is sure to get people
talking. Group several Toros together for a
creative space.

38 Tree Trunk
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Dock
Designer: Kurt Van Overbeke

The first stylish Dock tables were installed in
the Port House offices in Antwerp. “They were
inspired by jetties,” explains designer Kurt Van
Overbeke. ‘The light cables are reminiscent of
the ropes used to moor boats to the docks.’
Dock is a long and stylish wooden table with
a steel frame that continues above the table.
Several lamps can be attached to the upper
frame. The combination of the frame and the
lamps creates an intimate atmosphere.
Dock is also available as a standing table
with a height of 90 cm and in various Lande
powdercoat colours.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
40 Dock
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Extru
Designer: Khodi Feiz / Lande Design Team

The Extru Table is a wooden table, standing
table and bench in one with uniquely rounded
corner elements. These elements are
available in all of the colours from the Lande
powdercoat collection, making it possible to
create a rectangular table or standing table to
your specifications.
In addition to the uniquely rounded corner
elements, the standing table/table version
of Extru is truly unique. It makes it possible
to work and hold meetings while sitting or
standing. This design is perfect for flexible
meetings and presentations. Truly one of a
kind!

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
42 Extru
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Cheek

Cheek Standing Table

Designer: Lande Design Team

Designer: Lande Design Team

Cheek is a sleek and robust table in laminate
or veneer. With straight lines, mitred corners
and closed cheeks for added volume. Cheek
is available in several colours. Uplifting and
lavish, understated and businesslike, warm
and cosy.

The Cheek Standing Table is a rectangular
wooden table with cheeks. Optional with turn
point. Ideal for use in an office, canteen,
conservatory or waiting room for waiting,
eating, meeting or working. Also doubles as a
meeting table for standing meetings.

If you need a long table, connect cheek to
cheek until the desired table length is
achieved. The Cheek looks great with Cheek
benches or individual Cheek stools for a more
playful effect.

44 Cheek
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Trigon
Designer: 13&9 Design

Trigon is a modular system of geometric
shapes: triangles, trapezoids, diamonds
and rectangles. These shapes can be used
to create an endless combination of table
configurations, such as a hexagonal table.
This is ideal for conference rooms and
meeting areas, as well as for more private
workspaces.

Trigon is a revolutionary table and desk
system. These triangular and hexagonal tables
can create 15% more room for working. Use
Trigon to optimize your workspace, particularly
useful in awkwardly shaped rooms.
It is a design by the award-winning design
collective 13&9 Design.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
46 Trigon
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Teska

Aluxx

Designer: Michiel van der Kley

Designer: Arnold Merckx

Cool, solid, and full of character: the Teska
can be used as a dining table, a meeting
table, an office table or a conference table.
What makes the Teska so unique is its solid
tree-trunk base. Now that’s a table! With a
robust look thanks to the solid column-like
legs. Available with a single column base for
specific table dimensions.

The Aluxx table is a rectangular meeting table/
desk. Available in different sizes and with a
square or oval tabletop. This table has a
sturdy spine, which makes it durable, stable
and ergonomic.

48 Teska
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Choose your configuration
The connectors make the Aluxx perfect for
large configurations.
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Casus

Club

Designer: Lande Design Team

Designer: Lande Design Team

The charming Casus is available as a round,
oval, rectangular or barrel-shaped conference
table. It has a stylish and functional design
with a corporate look and feel. Available in
several finishes, colours and sizes for both the
tabletop and the legs (T-shaped or V-shaped).
All meeting and conference room setups are
possible.

The secret to the Club table collection is its
simplicity. No-nonsense, stable and available
in three different heights. With a square base,
a square column and a square tabletop. Or as
a rectangular table with two columns and a
rectangular base or as a round table.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
50 Casus
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To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
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Trigon Hot Desk

Level

Designer: 13&9 Design

Designer: Han Dicke

The Trigon Hot Desk standing tables are
individual tables that can be combined to
create a multifunctional meeting area. Perfect
for standing meetings, quick consultations,
and as a tall meeting table in an office setting.
The Trigon Hot Desk is available in several
colour combinations. Looks great as a
stand-alone desk or in a clustered landscape.

The Level is a sturdy table with an attached
bench on the side. The 75-cm version is ideal
as a reading or meeting table and the 110-cm
version as a standing table. The thickness of
the cheeks, the tabletop, and the sturdy metal
construction make the Level extremely
durable. All of these aspects make the Level
perfect for public places, such as libraries,
waiting rooms, schools and restaurants.

The Trigon hot Desk is a design by the
award-winning design collective 13&9 Design.

52 Trigon Hot Desk
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Ping

Atelier standing table

Designer: Richard Hutten

Designer: Lande Design Team

Ping is a wooden ping-pong table that
combines relaxation with exercise. Highly
versatile, this table is ideal for meetings,
reading, playing and exercising. A beautiful
slender table is the perfect place to meet in a
relaxing environment. It is also ideal as a
dining table in a canteen or company
restaurant. Eat first then challenge your
colleagues to an exciting game of ping-pong.

Stay flexible with the square or rectangular
Atelier standing table on wheels. If you want a
standing table, simply roll the Atelier to where
you need it. If you want to use the space for a
sit-down meeting, roll the table away. The
Atelier has an industrial look but a warm feel
thanks to the metal i-beam. Available in all
powdercoat colours from the Lande
powdercoat collection.
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Slick

L-IOT

Designer: Lande Design Team

Designer: Christine Rathmann

Slick is a large and long rectangular table with
an austere beauty. A lovely detail: the tabletop
has a slight indentation, which makes it look
extremely slim. But appearances are
deceiving, as the top is partially recessed into
the frame.

L-IOT is a side table with a round wooden top
and a round metal base. Available in various
colours.

Slick is ideal as a long conference table, an
office table or as a stylish dining table in a
canteen. The Slick table is available in two
widths (100 and 120 cm) and various lengths
up to nearly six metres.

56 Slick
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The L-IOT side tables are available in two sizes:
- 42 cm high with a tabletop diameter of 50 cm
- 51 cm high with a tabletop diameter of 40 cm
What makes the L-IOT design so distinctive is
the rounded shape of the base mirrored in the
round tabletop. “The L-IOT’s most striking
design feature is the interaction of the radii,
which appears simple but represents a static
challenge,” says designer Christine Rathmann.
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T-Pad

Designer: Michiel van der Kley

Designer: TWO-design

Leaf is a slender and practical side table, with
a contemporary design that makes it ideal for
use in all interiors. The top appears to be held
up by the arms of the base and has plenty of
room for a coffee, a smartphone or a tablet.
The frame is available in several powdercoat
colours, with a matching or contrasting colour
for the table top.

The T-Pad is a side table with an industrial look
and feel. The top doubles as a writing space
or a laptop holder, making it perfect for use in
both schools and offices. This steel side table
is available in several colours from the Lande
powdercoat collection.

Foto: Bram Leclercq

Leaf
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6 Degrees

Cabinet 45

Designer: Huib von Essen

Designer: Josef Blersch & Dries van Wagenberg

The slender 6 Degrees shelving unit will add a
playful touch to any room. This wooden
cabinet has five compartments, is 60 cm wide,
and is made from one piece. Available in the
standard stain colours from the Lande stain
Collection.

The industrial Cabinet 45 is available as a low
storage cabinet, a high metal cabinet or a high
industrial locker. The low cabinet is 94 cm
high, the high cabinet is 174 cm high and the
locker is 184 cm high. The cabinets and the
lockers each have one shelf. The locker also
has coat hooks.

Books will naturally line up thanks to the
6-degree angle of the compartments. Arrange
several cabinets to create a stunning wall unit.

60 6 Degrees
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Petram
Designer: 13&9 Design

Petram is a modular cabinet system that
combines functional and social needs by
offering storage space, desk space and an
interactive seating area all in one. This allows
you to divide an open work area in a smaller
spaces. The ideal set-up can be created for
each open space.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
62 Petram
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Fundamentals
Designer: Lande Design Team

Fundamentals is a modular storage system
with authentic oak slats on the inside of the
compartments. Play with elements and colour.
Vary in height. Choose open or closed with a
door or only a back wall in wood or remarkably
upholstered. On unique metal legs in a
powdercoat colour or to the ground with a
baseboard.
Because of the extensive possibilities
Fundamentals can be used as a shelving unit
or room divider, but also as a pantry in the
office. The Fundamentals is easy to expand
and in terms of size fits the other furniture from
the Lande Phi collection.

To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
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Lockers
Designer: Lande Design Team

Lande designs, produces and installs a wide
range of lockers, including:
-- Lockers with an electronic lock (Nedap LoXS);
-- Lockers with a combination lock;
-- Lockers with a key;
-- Locker walls;
-- Locker cabinets;
-- Lockers for schools;
-- Lockers for offices.

Foto: Sarah Blee

Lande lockers are available in different sizes
and finishes. With optional pigeon holes,
wardrobe or table.
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To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
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Refinery

Zok

Designer: Ernst Koning

Designer: De Bever Architecten

Refinery is an industrial lamp with a unique
design. This stainless-steel hanging lamp has
a timeless, industrial design that was inspired
by oil refineries. It is available in three heights
and has five arms that can be repositioned
independently of one another. This makes it
possible to add light where you need it, which
is ideal when working with several people at
the same time.

Zok is the modular kitchen system from Lande.
The base of Zok is the solid metal frame with
modern worktop. The base can be extended
with everything you need in a kitchen.
Sink in the worktop or place a dishwasher,
refrigerator, Quooker, some kitchen cabinets
and deep drawers under the worktop. Free
from the floor, or right down to the ground.
With its possibilities and appearance, Zok is
the flexible solution as a detached kitchen.
In addition, Zok is also available as a separate
standing table. Zok always has a solid look
and is available in various structure powder
coat colors.

Need power? A power point
has been incorporated into
one of the arms.
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To see all of our solutions, visit
www.lande.eu or ask your contact
person about the specifications.
Lande
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Zok 69

Wirepanel
Designer: Khodi Feiz / Lande Design Team

The Lande Wirepanel is a unique metal room
divider available in several powdercoat
colours. Create a subtle partition in a large
room, a cosy corner in a showroom or a
partition in a reception area. Create added
allure by placing the open Wirepanel in front of
a bare wall.

Lande
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